
8 Week Intens ive 
Syl labus

Each week’s workbook will cover all the 
materials and there will be videos to watch.  

The workbooks are to be turned in the day 
before class and students are always welcome 
to tex/email/call me at any time with any 
questions. I turn off my phone, so late 
night questions are fine to send, I’ll just 
be getting back to you the next day :) 



First Week

02 Infrastructure Root Footprint 
A two-part exercise. One, you’re going to look at the 
unavoidable footprint just because you’re an American. Two, 
you’re going to leave a radical footprint by investing eco-
rescuing projects to draw that carbon down. 

01 How Are You?  
A multi-page checkin with your starting point regarding 
exercise, sleeping, eating, clutter, and spending.

03 Feel Fantastic 
A look at how your neurochemistry makes you feel great when you 
invest in projects you care about — like with zeroing out the 
constant part of your root footprint.

04 Savor the Wait — 1 of 3 Money and Time Saving Methods 
How to find wiggle room in your spending and time by unplugging 
from the impulse to “buy now”. Students and I have saved 
thousands with this first technique alone. 

Second Week

02 Individual Lifestyle Carbon Footprint 
You look a carbon calculator to see what your lifestyle causes. 
Take that number minus 8.5 tonnes for last week, divide that by 
12 months (for the year) and donate to drawdown that amount.

01 How Are You?  
A multi-page checkin about your exercise, sleeping, eating, 
clutter, and spending.

03 Feel Fantastic 
A look at the research on how givers do far better throughout 
their life than non. They are healthier, happier, and wealthier 
because the give.

04 Savor Your Spending — 2 of 3 Money and Time Saving Methods 
A method to find more wiggle room in your spending by looking at 
how you naturally, without judgement, spend your money. By just 
being aware, students and I have saved thousands.
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I said no capes, but 
cats!!! Do they listen? 



Third Week

Fourth Week

01 How Are You?  
A multi-page checkin on exercise, sleeping, eating, clutter, and 
spending.

03 Feel Fantastic 
A look at how humans are naturally wired to be givers and how 
that’s benefitted our evolution.

04 Savor the Ingredients — 3 of 3 Money and Time Saving Methods 
Find even more wiggle room in your spending by looking at how 
products are marketed and how to reduce costs and save time by 
buying in bulk and DIY.

02 Earths Footprint 
You look at an “Earths” calculator to see how many Earths would 
be needed if everyone lived like you.

01 How Are You?  
A multi-page checkin about exercise, sleeping, eating, clutter, 
and spending.

02 Radical Carbon Footprint 
A look at global carbon numbers and who makes up the Radical 
Population. Also looking at how much carbon is to be emitted 
from the years 1850 to 2050.

Curiosity

04 Radicalize Your Mobile Phone 
Discussion of how your phone is made and what you can do to make 
your phone an even more treasured part of your life.

03 Curiosity 
How getting curious about what you buy does good for your brain.



Fifth Week

Sixth Week

01 How Are You?  
A multi-page checkin about your exercise, sleeping, eating, 
clutter, and spending.

02 Plastic Footprint 
A look at a plastic calculator and the global plastic numbers so 
you can radicalize this footprint. 

01 How Are You?  
A multi-page checkin with regard to exercise,  
sleeping, eating, clutter, and spending.

04 Your Economic Power 
Discussion of how you determine the flows in our economy.

03 Slavery Footprint 
A look at a slavery calculator, global numbers to fix poverty, 
and projects.

02 Imagine All You Own Has the Best Stories 
A consideration of what best stories mean to you and how you can 
make all your stuff have great stories.

03 Gratitude 
A look at the neurochemistry and brain function when it’s all 
hopped up on being grateful.

04 The Middle Class 
Look at the numbers in the US and compare  
to mid-century historical middle class lifestyles.
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Seventh Week

Eighth Week

01 How Are You?  
A multi-page checkin about your exercise, sleeping, eating, 
clutter, and spending.

04 Earth Superpowers 
A look at the carbon cycles, plastic cycles, and  
land/ocean “breath cycles.”

01 How Are You?  
A multi-page checkin on exercise, sleeping, eating, clutter, and 
spending.

03 Your Investing Power 
The way you use this economy shapes the world now and how it did 
in the past.

02 Trusting Charities 
Vetting process and how bad press might mean  
a better charity. 

02 Be Frank 
How being frank will serve you in the long run.

03 T-Shirts 
The story of t-shirts, global manufacturing,  
and Haiti.

04 Breaking Through Resistances 
A look at powerful reasons to not do something and why they are 
smart defense mechanisms in some instances, and hold you back in 
others.


